The AK Party’s social media strategy: controlling the uncontrollable

The AK Party seems to have taken the same approach to social media as it took to traditional media. Instead of a long-term social media production strategy, the party seems to prefer containing social media externally. This will not deter many users, who are skilled at circumventing such obstacles. However, it represents a distinct blow to freedoms in Turkey, and may also have a long-lasting effect on the country’s digital economy.

INTERNET AND THE AK PARTY

The Internet is relatively decentralized, and the same is true of social media. In this context, a top-down campaign style has trouble functioning effectively in the social media environment. The generation of digital natives who grew up using media on the Internet has even more difficulty in understanding command and control systems and, therefore, continuously develop ways in which to challenge them.

The AK Party’s approach to social media reflects a refusal to understand the nature of media but an insistence on controlling it.

TURKEY ONLINE

Turkey’s citizens are a rapidly growing online presence, particularly when it comes to social media. A report from Turkish e-commerce site Markafoni recently stated that Turkey is one of the top 20 countries for Internet penetration (ranking 11th). Meanwhile, Madreport, an agency that specializes in mobile marketing, says 94 percent of Turkey’s online population uses Facebook. The same report states that nearly 25 percent of female citizens and 34 percent of male citizens in Turkey use smartphones, with mobility increasingly being an essential aspect of being online. While user rates do vary across platforms, nonetheless in Turkey Internet usage increasingly means social media usage. This is also reflected in a report from eMarketer, which announced recently that Turkey has the highest penetration rate in Twitter usage globally as well as being second in the world for check-ins on Foursquare, a location-based social media service. In yet another report by Turkey’s Ministry of Youth and Sport, a high positive correlation is found between social media usage and education level.
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Then, in the immediate aftermath of the new law discussions, Twitter was banned. This caused domestic and international outcry and dealt considerable damage to Turkey’s reputation. Domestic Twitter usage increased rapidly after the ban, while criticism was harsh: An official from the US State Department likened the Twitter ban to “21st century book burning.” Turkey’s President Abdullah Gül, known as a good user of social media, explicitly opposed the Twitter ban. One should be wary of Gül’s position, however, as he approved the law in the first place, despite his concerns regarding two articles and wider condemnation from society and activists alike. Amendments to two articles would later be made: Decisions to block websites had to be sent to court within

**THE AK PARTY LEADERSHIP DOES NOT SEEM TO HAVE UNDERSTOOD OR ACCEPTED THE NATURE OF INTERNET COMMUNICATIONS**
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24 hours by Turkey’s Internet watchdog, while Internet traffic would be collected based on IP numbers and subscriber numbers instead of URLs. This defanged the law to some extent, but did not entirely tame it.

One of the public justifications of the new Internet Law was that there would not be bans like the previous YouTube ban in 2007. However, Turkey continues to ban access to sites. Not only major ones like YouTube or Twitter, but also minor ones. A civil initiative, Engelli Web, lists the number of banned sites in Turkey: as of January 2014 the figure exceeded 40,000.

Thus, while online restrictions will not deter digital natives from surfing independently through the many easily available and widely known tools to circumvent online censorship -- public DNS servers, VPN usage, Tor Project and other peer-to-peer anonymous networks, as well as e-mail/chat encryption and meshnets -- it is a blow to emerging digital economies in Turkey. More troublingly, they also limit the right to access to information, and curtail freedom of expression and privacy rights.

OLD HANDS AND NEW USERS
Supporters of Gezi were largely already actively engaged in social media users before the protests started. This meant that as the movement grew, these people were able to simply transfer their social media use to support the protests. Supporters of other groups in Turkey, however, were in general latecomers to the social media world. Many new, but real, Twitter users came along with Hizmet activism -- with several anonymous accounts emerging to leak rumors from Turkey’s bureaucracy (for example @TwitAnkara or @FuatAvni -- the latter account having recently been withheld in Turkey by Twitter).

One should also not be misled by Erdoğan’s continuous criticism of Twitter in particular and social media in general. At an official party administration level, many party branches already had their own Twitter accounts, and there had been regular workshops to encourage better social media usage. The author of this essay was even invited as a speaker to one of the workshops. However, these efforts did not turn ordinary AK Party sympathizers into frequent users with social capital in digital media battles.

AK PARTY AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Pro-AK Party voices focus their social media use on Twitter, while other social and political movements spread their usage across the media ecosystem. This can in particular be seen in the Gezi Park movement (a diffuse anti-government movement born out of small-scale environmental demonstrations in Istanbul’s Gezi Park last summer), where the use of online mapping, blogs, video sharing platforms and crowd-sourced knowledge production are just some examples of the other platforms used.

While Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan may rarely be positive about social media, there are many active Twitter users in his cadre. One category that is easily observed is that of AK Party officials, parliamentarians and ministers. Finance Minister Mehmet Simsek, Ankara Mayor Melih Gökçek and AK Party advisor İbrahim Kalın frequently express opinions on Twitter. These people have become opinion leaders in the Twittersphere, some earning their blue “verified” badges. Gökçek is particularly...
active on Twitter, not only promoting his own and his party’s agenda, but also engaging with his followers. The second category of AK Party users are what, in Internet argot, are referred to as “trolls.” These are users who have the specific goal of attacking opposing or contradicting views. Twitter users such as @Esadce, @kuscuesref, @DetroitliKizil and @WUattack are examples of pro-AK Party trolls, and launch ad hominem attacks against opponents on the platform.

After these trolls come the hashtag campaigners. These are AK Party supporters who launch campaigns on the platform using Twitter’s preferred method of highlighting a discussion point or topic. Hashtag campaigns have been launched by AK Party supporters (and opponents alike) to bring global recognition to a topic through the hashtag prefix. It is this group that constitutes the AK Party’s self-declared 6,000-strong “social media army.”

The final group of AK Party-supporting users identified are the Twitter accounts (such as @gizliarsiv and @akkulis) who are believed to leak intelligence information. Many conspiracy theories are leaked from these accounts and then re-tweeted by other pro-AK Party Twitter users.

Many ordinary AK Party-supporting Twitter users prefer not to use their real identity online or, those that do, couple their identity with pro-AK Party or Rabia (the four-fingered salute that emerged to signify support for former Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi following the killing of his supporters in Cairo’s Rabia al-Adawiya Square on Aug. 14, 2013) symbols. (However, Rabia symbols seem to have been used less frequently in recent months.) Supporters of the Gezi Park movement and the Hizmet movement (affiliated with Islamic scholar Fethullah Gülen) traditionally used their own offline identities in online communities, not avatars. However, as government intimidation of social media users has increased, anonymous pro-Gezi accounts have started to emerge.

**HASHTAGS BATTLES AND TWITTER BOTS**

When they picked up on the uses of social media and Twitter hashtags in particular, AK Party supporters were quick to coordinate campaigns and embrace the use of automated “Twitter bots” -- accounts generated by software that tweets automatically to spread messages, spam links and attract followers. Despite claims to the opposite in pro-AK Party circles, there is evidence of a relatively centralized campaign aimed at topping the lists of “trending topics” -- that is, hashtags that are tweeted at a greater rate than others. Two researchers, Peter Nut and Dieter Leder actually made an analysis of a pro-AK Party hashtags and discovered more than 18,000 fake Twitter accounts. Most profile photos were harvested from the Internet (in general, attractive female images were chosen). The AK Party, therefore, seems to have a “robot army” on Twitter. This is a major way to shape hashtag lists.

Compared to pro-dersane (crammer-style preparatory schools, many of which are run by Hizmet members, and all of which are currently threatened for closure/nationalization) or Gezi Park protesters’ Twitter campaigns in Turkey, the pro-AK Party hashtags spend a relatively short time in Twitter’s trending topics categories. In addition, pro-AK Party hashtags frequently appear in reaction to existing opposition hashtags. Their tone is either defensive or aggressive. Most discourses are full of conspiracy theories and frequently attack critical users. Ad hominem attacks or threats of blacklisting are frequent. Humor, when present, accompanies the aggressiveness. An example of this can be seen at the cartoons circulated after the death of Ahmet Atakan, an
anti-government protester, in Antakya. A pro-AK Party humor magazine Cafcaf published a cartoon claiming his friends threw Atakan from the roof. Pro-AK Party cartoonist Salih Memecan’s cartoon had the same theme. Later, in early January 2014, when protests and clashes in Hamburg, Germany occurred, pro-AK Party users started a hashtag (#DirenHamburg) supposedly in defense of protesters but actually to mock Gezi protesters.

Compared to campaigning by the AK Party and

Confluence movement, the Gezi Park campaigns illustrate the most decentralized forms of organization. Gradually, a few anonymous or centralized Twitter accounts appeared and played a main role (such as the RedHack Twitter account), but in general the formation of trends remained decentralized. Hizmet campaigns seem to be the most centralized ones. Accounts such as @SosyalPencere and some opinion leaders play a central role and, as such, provided a protracted manner of Twitter campaigning. These accounts determine new hashtags for Twitter, which other supporters then push to become trending topics.

Conclusion
Despite its members’ increasingly embracing Twitter in particular, the AK Party seems to have taken the same approach to social media as it took to traditional media. Turkish governments even appear to have taken the same attitude toward transnational companies such Twitter, using tax to tame the relative freedom found in Twitter usage. This might not work, but the overall strategy does not change. Instead of a long-term media production strategy, the party seems to prefer containing social media externally by means of the restrictive Internet Law and campaigns to demonize it. These will not deter many users, who are skilled at circumventing such obstacles. However, it may have a long lasting effect on digital economies particularly and Turkey’s economy in general.

Furthermore, pressure on new media should be contextualized in the broader issue of media freedom. The latest Freedom House report stated that the media in Turkey is “not free.” Meanwhile the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) cited Turkey as the world’s biggest jailer of journalists for the second year running in 2013. With Turkey’s mainstream media relatively under control, the battle for freedom of expression is beginning to switch to the new media. As a Wall Street Journal piece emphasized recently, Turkey may be presenting a model of censorship for many other countries, with Prime Minister Erdoğan becoming one of the world’s most determined Internet censors.
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